Carriers of mutations in the BRCA2 gene have a high risk of developing breast and other cancers. The BRCA2 gene, which is located on human chromosome 13, encodes a very large protein of only poorly understood function. To define regions of sequence conservation and highlight potentially functionally important domains, we have cloned and characterized the chicken BRCA2 gene, the first non-mammalian BRCA2 gene to be described. The gene is organized similarly to the human BRCA2 gene, but is more compact and is localized to the subtelomeric region of chicken chromosome 1q, within a region that contains other genes from human chromosome 13. The chicken BRCA2 gene encodes a protein of 3399 amino acids, which is poorly conserved with mammalian BRCA2 proteins, having only 37% amino acid identity overall with human BRCA2. However, certain domains are much more highly conserved, indicating functional significance. We describe genes with some of these conserved domains in organisms as diverse as intracellular parasites, mosquitoes and plants. The evolutionarily divergent chicken BRCA2 sequence may also be useful in assigning the large number of sequence variants that have been described in the human BRCA2 gene which are of unknown significance in disease causation.
INTRODUCTION
Five to ten percent of breast cancers are thought to result from a hereditary predisposition to the disease (1) and two highly penetrant breast cancer associated genes, BRCA1 and BRCA2, have been mapped and cloned (2, 3) . Inheritance of a germline mutation in the BRCA2 gene is associated with a lifetime risk of 37-84% for breast cancer, and up to 27% for ovarian cancer. There is also an increased risk of male breast cancer, prostate cancer and pancreatic cancer (1) . The BRCA genes appear to act as tumour suppressor genes, in that carriers show loss or mutation of the wild-type allele within the tumours.
The human BRCA2 gene, located on chromosome 13q12.3, spans >70 kb and consists of 27 exons (1). The gene encodes a large protein of 3418 amino acids with a molecular weight of 384 kDa showing no significant sequence similarity to other known human proteins, thus offering few clues as to possible functional domains. Furthermore, BRCA2 is poorly conserved in mammalian evolution; the mouse Brca2 protein shows only 59% amino acid identity with human BRCA2 (4) . However, certain regions are more highly conserved and investigation of these regions has revealed functionally important motifs, including the BRC repeats in exon 11 implicated in binding RAD51 (5, 6) , nuclear localization signals (7, 8) as well as potential interaction sites for various other proteins (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) .
The BRCA2 protein is located in the cell nucleus and is most highly expressed in the S phase of the cell cycle (15) . BRCA2 is thought to play a role in double strand DNA break repair, though there is also some evidence for a role in transcriptional regulation (16) . Specifically, BRCA2 is implicated in DNA repair by homologous recombination (17) and loss of BRCA2 has been shown to lead to a switch from conservative gene conversion to the error-prone single strand annealing pathway (18) .
Many independent sequence variants have now been identified within the BRCA2 gene (3, 19, 20) . The Breast Cancer Information Core (BIC) database (http:www.nhgri.nih.gov/ Intramural_research/Lab_transfer/Bic) provides a centralized source of BRCA1 and BRCA2 sequence variation data (21, 22) . Of the variants recorded, 90% are unique and they are distributed widely throughout the gene. Just over half are frameshift and nonsense changes resulting in truncation of the encoded protein; the majority of these are known to be disease associated. The remaining DNA sequence variants are either silent or result in an amino acid change in the BRCA2 protein. While the silent variants are likely to be polymorphisms, data is lacking on whether the majority of the missense variants are disease associated. This is due to the large size and relatively poor functional characterization of the BRCA2 protein so far (16) . Some of these missense variants are found at relatively high frequency in the population and have multiple entries in the BIC database. For screening purposes and patient counselling it is important to determine whether inheritance of these potentially pathogenic variants poses an increased risk of developing cancer.
Here we describe the cloning and sequence analysis of the chicken BRCA2 gene. This is the most divergent BRCA2 gene isolated thus far and analysis of the sequence will be valuable in identifying and validating functionally important domains. Furthermore, the sequence should provide valuable information to aid the classification of unassigned, potentially diseasecausing, variants in the human BRCA2 gene.
RESULTS

Cloning of chicken BRCA2
A chicken genomic library was screened by hybridization with a cDNA probe encompassing exons 12-27 of the human BRCA2 gene. Hybridizing fragments were subcloned into pBluescript and sequenced. The derived genomic sequence showed similarity to human BRCA2. Oligonucleotides designed from putative chicken BRCA2 exons were used to amplify cDNA fragments, which were also then sequenced. Sequence corresponding to the extreme 5′ terminus of the chicken BRCA2 mRNA was amplified using 5′-rapid amplification of cDNA ends (5′-RACE). Using a combination of these methods, sequence was derived covering all of the coding region of chicken BRCA2 (GenBank accession no. AY083934). The sizes of the intervening introns were also determined. The chicken BRCA2 gene spans ∼40 kb of genomic DNA, smaller than its human counterpart (>70 kb), the difference arising largely as a result of smaller introns (data not shown). Individual exon sizes are very similar between human and chicken BRCA2. The chicken BRCA2 gene has 26 coding exons producing an open reading frame (ORF) of 10 197 bp. A putative initiation codon was identified at nucleotide position 76 of the complete cDNA, with an in-frame stop codon present 6 bp upstream, suggesting that the entire ORF had been isolated (data not shown).
Chromosomal location of the chicken BRCA2 gene
A BAC clone containing the chicken BRCA2 gene was isolated by filter hybridization using chicken BRCA2 cDNA as a probe. Single colour fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis using the bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) on metaphase spreads of the chicken pre-B cell lymphoma cell line DT40 revealed that the chicken BRCA2 gene was located on one of the chicken macrochromosomes, probably chromosome 1 (Fig. 1) . To confirm the chromosomal location of the gene, dual colour FISH was then performed using the BAC clone and a specific chromosomal paint for chicken chromosome 1 (23) . This revealed that the chicken BRCA2 gene is located on the subtelomeric region of chromosome 1q (Fig. 1) . The Retinoblastoma (Rb1) gene and LAMP1, two genes located on human chromosome 13 (present at 13q14.2 and 13q34, respectively), are also present on chicken chromosome 1q and it appears therefore that BRCA2 may form part of a conserved linkage group (for more details, see the chicken linkage map at http://www.zod.wau.nl/vf/chickensite/chicken.html).
Phylogenetic analysis of BRCA2 genes
Phylogenetic analysis was undertaken to confirm the orthologous relationship between the chicken BRCA2 gene and the previously described mammalian BRCA2 genes. Using the cDNA sequence of chicken BRCA2 and the three fully sequenced BRCA2 mammalian cDNAs (human, mouse and rat), a gene tree was constructed using a maximum parsimony method from the PHYLIP package (see Materials and Methods) (Fig. 2) . This is a character state method using an algorithm to identify a topology of the rooted tree that requires the smallest number of evolutionary changes (24) . A weighted method was used to minimize the effect of long branch attraction. The topology of the tree confirms that, as expected, there appears to be greater evolutionary divergence between chicken and mammalian lineages compared with rodent and human lineages. In addition, the branch lengths correspond to the known evolutionary distances between the species, assuming that the mammalian divergence occurred 60-85 million years ago, and that the vertebrate divergence occurred 230-300 million years ago (24) . Thus both the intron/exon organization and the sequence divergence are consistent with the gene we isolated being the chicken orthologue of BRCA2.
Structure of the chicken BRCA2 protein
The full length chicken BRCA2 protein is composed of 3399 amino acids, slightly smaller than the human protein (3418 amino acids) but larger than the mouse protein (3329 amino acids). The predicted molecular weight of the protein encoded by the chicken BRCA2 gene is 378 kDa. Alignment of the human and chicken BRCA2 proteins demonstrates overall amino acid identity of only 37%, with 45% similarity (Fig. 3 ). This is a relatively low level of conservation and, as expected, it is considerably less than that between human and mouse BRCA2 (4). However, some parts of the protein are much more highly conserved. This is illustrated by graphical pairwise sequence alignment of the human and chicken BRCA2 amino acid sequences (Fig. 4) . Only the more highly conserved regions-the N-terminal region encoded by exons 2/3 and sequence encoded by exons 16-20-are present on the diagonal indicating high sequence conservation. Exon 11 sequence is notably poorly conserved.
High sequence conservation within the context of overall poor conservation should reveal functionally important domains. Four distinct areas within the chicken BRCA2 sequence show a high degree of sequence conservation (Figs 3-5). One region of known high conservation between human and mouse BRCA2 which is of functional significance is the BRC repeat region encoded by exon 11, which is involved in RAD51 binding (5, 6) . Overall, exon 11 encoded sequence in chicken BRCA2 is poorly conserved (26% identity and 45% similarity with human BRCA2), though the BRC repeats show much higher conservation (Fig. 5 ). The most highly conserved repeats, as seen across other species, are BRC1, -7 and -8 (70% identity and 84% similarity with human BRCA2). Interestingly, individual repeats tend to be more similar to each other, even across large evolutionary distances, than to other repeats. This raises the possibility that individual BRC may have distinct functions. Two other regions encoded by exon 11 (residues 1058-1096 and 2175-2196 of chicken BRCA2) are also highly conserved but do not match the BRC repeat consensus sequence. These are located at the beginning and end of sequence encoded by the large exon 11 and their function is unknown. A non-BRC repeat RAD51 binding site in the C-terminus of mouse Brca2 (amino acids 3196-3232) has been reported (9) . This region shows 95% identity with human BRCA2 but the chicken BRCA2 shows only 40% identity with both mouse and human BRCA2, significantly less than the most conserved BRC repeats in exon 11.
Three potential nuclear localization sequences (NLSs) have been described within the C-terminal region of human BRCA2 encoded by exon 27 (NLS1, K 3263 NCKKRR; NLS2, P 3311 IKKKEL and NLS3, R 3381 LKRR); NLS1 and NLS3 have been suggested to be functional (7) . Overall, amino acid sequence encoded by exon 27 is poorly conserved, with 29% identity and 42% similarity between human and chicken ( Fig. 3) . Only one of the postulated NLSs, NLS1, is significantly conserved in chicken. Furthermore, nuclear localization assays suggest that the sequence conservation of NLS1 is reflected in functional activity (unpublished data). A human polymorphism (Lys3326Ter) has been reported which results in termination of the BRCA2 ORF 93 amino acids prematurely, but this carries no increased breast cancer risk (25) . Interestingly, the extreme C-terminus of the protein beyond the Lys3326Ter polymorphism is highly divergent, supporting the suggestion that this domain is not functionally important.
A further conserved region close to the N-terminus of the protein (residues 8-42) (Fig. 3) spans the region encoded by exons 2 and 3 of BRCA2, a region previously reported to have a role in transcriptional activation (26) . Amino acid sequence encoded by exon 7 (74% identity with human BRCA2) and exons 16-20 (72% identity with human BRCA2) are also well conserved but while they have been reported as binding sites for several proteins their function is unknown (10, (12) (13) (14) .
Identification of BRCA2-related genes in other species
The chicken BRCA2 sequence was used as a query sequence in BLAST searches of GenBank. This revealed several genes present in diverse non-mammalian species showing significant sequence similarity to the BRCA2 cDNA and encoded protein sequence. Sequence of genomic DNA (GenBank accession no. AL315381) from the Indonesian river puffer fish, Tetraodon nigroviridis, showed significant similarity to exons 15, 16 and 17 of chicken and human BRCA2. The presence of intron/exon junctions at identical positions in chicken, human and Tetraodon DNA indicates that the sequence in the database is very likely to represent a fish orthologue of BRCA2. Thus, the presence of BRCA2 genes in both avian and fish species . Gaps have been introduced in both sequences to optimize alignment. Sequences were aligned using BESTFIT from the GCG suite of programmes. Similarities between amino acids as determined by the scoring matrix in the program are indicated as follows: vertical line, identical amino acids; double dot, non-identical amino acid pairs having matrix scores >0.5; dot, non-identical amino acid pairs having matrix scores <0. 5. suggests that the gene evolved before the divergence of vertebrates ∼300 million years ago (24) .
Further BLAST searching of GenBank databases revealed the presence of several genes from diverse species showing significant similarity to vertebrate BRCA2 genes (Fig. 6) . These species were the intracellular parasites Leishmania major (AAK2828.1), Trypanosoma (species brucei, CAB95357.1 and species cruzi, AZ050787) and Encephalitozoon cuniculi (NC_00324.1), the mosquito Anopheles gambiae (AJ283016) and the plants Arabidopsis thaliana (thale cress; two proteins CAB80760.1 and CAB82279.1) and Oryza sativa (rice; BAB64792.1) (Fig. 6 and data not shown) . Only the Arabidopsis genes are annotated as BRCA2-related genes in GenBank. Although considerably smaller, the Leishmania, Trypanosoma and Arabidopsis proteins share two distinct regions of sequence similarity with vertebrate BRCA2 proteins. At the N-terminus these proteins have BRC-like repeats varying in copy number from 1 to 15 and therefore may bind RAD51. In addition each protein contains highly significant sequence similarity to a region encoded by exons 17-20 of vertebrate BRCA2 genes (Fig. 6B) . The sequence conservation in very divergent organisms strongly suggests some conserved function for this region which we have named the BLAT (BRCA2-motif in Leishmania, Arabidopsis and Trypanosoma; these were the organisms in which we first noted the similarity) domain. The conservation of two domains, BRC and BLAT, in these novel proteins suggests that they may have function(s) in common with vertebrate BRCA2 proteins. The BLAT domain is also present in a partial expressed sequence tag (EST) cDNA derived from the mosquito A.gambiae but it is not known if this gene also contains BRC repeats (Fig. 6B) . We detected a distantly related BLAT domain in the complete genome sequence of E.cuniculi (27) , a member of the Microspiridia group of obligate intracellular parasites. This finding is remarkable in that the organism is a primitive eukaryote which lacks mitochondria and has a very small genome. The BLAT domain is contained within an ORF of 495 amino acids which lacks BRC repeats or significant similarity to other proteins.
Use of the chicken BRCA2 protein sequence in assignment of unclassified variants in human BRCA2
The BIC database (http://www.nhgri.nih.gov/Intramural_research/ Lab_transfer/Bic) (21, 22) contains over 2000 entries for BRCA2 genetic variants. Of the unique sequence variants within the BIC database, 47% (308) are non-synonymous codon changes resulting in missense changes. Of these only 2.2% (7/308) are known to be disease associated, and only 6.1% (19/308) are thought to be neutral polymorphisms. The remaining 91.6% (282/308) are described as unassigned variants and, for these, data is lacking on whether they are disease associated.
Sequencing of the chicken BRCA2 gene allows comparative analysis of possible disease-causing missense variants in human BRCA2 compiled in the BIC database. Using a multiple alignment of human, chicken and mouse BRCA2 sequences we analysed the sequence conservation at amino acid residues corresponding to all 308 missense variants in the BIC database. For these residues, the equivalent amino acid in mouse and chicken BRCA2 was classified as being identical or of a similar chemical character [using the evolutionarily weighted Dayhoff amino acid substitution matrix (24,28)] or as being non-conserved.
These criteria were used to classify known pathogenic and polymorphic variants. All seven known disease-associated variants occur at fully conserved or partially conserved (examples are shown in Table 1 ). However, amongst the known polymorphisms only 37% (7/19) are fully or partially conserved.
Thus there is a clear difference in distribution of conserved and non-conserved residues between pathogenic and polymorphic variants.
We then examined the remaining 282 unassigned variants present in the BIC database. This indicated that 32% (89/282) of the variants are at fully conserved residues, suggesting that a significant number may be disease-associated. A further 30% (84/282) are at non-conserved residues, suggesting they are likely to be polymorphisms. Hence, in a significant number of cases, examination of the evolutionarily conservation of individual residues can inform an assessment of whether a particular variant is likely to be disease-causing (Table 1) . For example the unassigned variant I2285V might be thought likely to be a neutral polymorphism due to the relatively conservative isoleucine to valine substitution. However the conservation of this residue as isoleucine in both mouse and chicken proteins suggests that the change to valine may indeed have pathogenic consequences. Conversely the V2728I variant is present as V in the mouse but I in chicken, suggesting that it might be a neutral polymorphism. Clearly this type of analysis can only give an indication of the likelihood that a variant residue may be neutral or deleterious; additional confirmatory functional studies will be required.
DISCUSSION
Here we describe the cloning and sequence analysis of the chicken BRCA2 gene, the first non-mammalian BRCA2 gene to be identified. Overall the chicken BRCA2 protein shows only limited amino acid identity with human BRCA2. However, several lines of evidence strongly suggest that we have isolated the orthologous chicken BRCA2 gene. First, the gene we have isolated maps to chicken chromosome 1q. There are several ongoing chicken genome mapping projects worldwide and over 500 gene loci have been mapped (see http://www.ri.bbsrc.ac.uk/ chickmap/; http://www.zod.wau.nl/vf/chickensite/chicken.html; http://poultry.mph.msu.edu/chickmap.html). The avian karyotype is complex with 78 chromosomes, the majority of which are microchromosomes. Among many rearrangements between chicken and human chromosomes, 81 autosomal conserved segments have been noted (29) . One of these conserved regions on chicken chromosome 1 contains the RB1 and LAMP1 loci, which are located on human chromosome 13q14.2 and 13q34, respectively (29) . As the human BRCA2 gene maps to chromosome 13q12.3 it seems possible that BRCA2, LAMP1 and RB1 form a conserved linkage group on chicken chromosome 1. Secondly, phylogenetic analysis indicates that the rate of sequence divergence of the gene we have isolated is consistent with what is already known of the rapid rate of evolution of mammalian BRCA2 genes. Thirdly, the intron/exon organization of the gene we have identified is essentially identical to that of mammalian BRCA2 genes. Figure 5 . The BRC repeats in exon 11 are conserved across chicken and mammalian species. Human, mouse, rat and chicken amino acid sequences for BRC 1-8 are aligned. Sequences were aligned using ClustalW and BOXSHADE (www.ch.embnet.org). Within each repeat black boxes indicate identical amino acids, dark grey indicates amino acid residues whose comparison value is greater than or equal to the average non-identical comparison value in the BLOSUM 62 scoring matrix, and light grey indicates amino acids whose comparison scores are less than this value but greater than 1.
One of the problems in analysing proteins as large as BRCA2 is identifying regions critical for function. Comparison of proteins across large evolutionary distances can facilitate the identification of functionally important regions. This comparison should be particularly valuable with the rapidly evolving BRCA2 protein; the chicken BRCA2 shows only 37% identity to human BRCA2 but there are areas of much higher conservation. The high conservation of these regions in the context of overall poor sequence similarity suggests that they are of functional significance.
As is seen in comparisons of mammalian BRCA2 proteins (5), the large region encoded by exon 11 is very poorly conserved apart from the BRC repeats which have functions in binding RAD51. The most highly conserved repeats, as seen across other species, are BRC1, 7 and 8 (Fig. 5) . Some repeats are of lower conservation, suggesting that they may be nonfunctional in binding RAD51, at least in some species; for example BRC5 in chicken or BRC6 in mouse or hamster appear to lack critical residues. In this respect it is notable that different BRC repeats have varying abilities to competitively block nucleoprotein filament formation by RAD51 (30) . It has been postulated that the duplication of the BRC repeats occurred prior to the mammalian species radiation ∼60-85 million years ago (5) . Since the BRC repeats within chicken BRCA2 are also more highly conserved than the rest of exon 11, it seems highly likely that duplication of these repeats occurred before the divergence of birds and mammals 230-300 million years ago. The presence of BRC repeats in even more evolutionarily divergent organisms (31 and see below) suggests that the origin of the motif itself might be much older.
No BRCA2-like genes have been found in the complete genome sequences of the yeasts Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombe, the worm Caenorhabditis elegans and the fly Drosophila melanogaster. This suggested that BRCA2 genes might be restricted to vertebrates. However, sequence database searching using chicken BRCA2 has revealed the presence of several new non-vertebrate genes Accession numbers are CAB82279.1 (A.thaliana), AAK2828.1 (L.major), CAB95357.1 (T.brucei) and NC_00324.1 (E.cuniculi). (B) Alignment of the BLAT domain of various species. The most commonly occuring residue at each position is shaded. Where equal numbers of residues are present at a position these are also shaded. The asterisk indicates that an insert in the Arabidopsis sequence of GLSGWATPT has been omitted to optimize alignment. Accession numbers are as above and AJ283016 for the Anopheles sequence. Numbers indicate amino acid residues apart from the Anopheles sequence which is derived from a cDNA sequence.
carrying two distinct regions of sequence similarity to vertebrate BRCA2 proteins. These genes are present in surprisingly evolutionarily divergent organisms such as intracellular parasites, plants and possibly insects. The two regions of sequence conservation are multiple copies of BRC-like potentially RAD51 binding repeats and a domain encoded by exons 17-20 of vertebrate BRCA2 genes which we have named the BLAT domain. The coincidence of these two domains in these novel BRCA2-related proteins suggests that they have some functional properties in common with human BRCA2. It will be interesting to determine, for example, whether the BRC-like repeats in these novel proteins are able to bind RAD51. Perhaps the most unexpected of the species having a gene with sequence similarity to BRCA2 is the obligate intracellular parasite E.cuniculi. This remarkable primitive eukaryote, a member of the Microspiridium family, lacks mitochondria and peroxisomes and has a highly compact genome (27) . This compaction has been achieved, in part, by eliminating unnecessary genes and it is predicted that the genome of this organism has less than 2000 protein coding genes. Therefore it seems likely that the BLAT domain-containing ORF we have identified is critical for the life cycle of this organism. This ORF lacks BRC domains but intriguingly E.cuniculi has retained a RAD51 gene (27) .
The BLAT domain lies within the most highly conserved region of BRCA2 proteins. This region (amino acids 2480-3170 in human BRCA2) contains the binding sites for several proteins such as DSS1, hBUBR1, hsFLNa and BCCIPα (10, (12) (13) (14) , but its exact function is unknown. Only one of these interactions, with DSS1, occurs within the central part of this conserved region (amino acids 2472-2957) in which the BLAT domain is located. It is of note that DSS1 is itself highly conserved in eukaryotes (10) . Although DSS1 is deleted in the human hereditary syndome split hand-split foot (32), it is not clear that this is the cause of the disease. In the yeasts S.cerevisiae and S.pombe mutation of DSS1 causes growth arrest and cell cycle defects (10) . Further work is required to investigate whether the BLAT domain binds other proteins.
The isolation of BRCA2 was originally confirmed by the discovery of potentially pathogenic mutations in the gene which segregated with cancer incidence in large families exhibiting predisposition to the disease (3). Most of these original mutations resulted in truncation of the protein encoded by BRCA2 (3, 19, 20) . However, many sequence variants have now been identified which result in amino acid changes rather than chain termination and in most cases it is not known whether these predispose to breast cancer or are benign polymorphisms. These are known as unassigned variants and have been compiled in the BIC database (21, 22) . Classification of these is hindered by the absence of a functional assay for the BRCA2 protein. Although BRCA2 has been implicated in DNA double-strand break repair and transcriptional regulation (16) , no method of defining the possible effects of the large number of missense variants is available. Analysis of the chicken BRCA2 sequence described here may provide assistance in making a preliminary assignment of these variants in human BRCA2. There are two reasons why analysis of the chicken sequence should be useful. First, the BRCA2 gene is evolving at a much higher than average rate. Secondly, the chicken BRCA2 is the most phylogenetically diverse BRCA2 gene sequence available. These two factors act to maximize sequence divergence and this is reflected in the very low overall conservation of BRCA2 sequence among vertebrates. Hence, conservation across large evolutionary distances tends to suggest that particular residues are critical for function. Conversely, variation in residues which are not identical or conserved in chemical character are less likely to be pathogenic.
We have used these criteria to examine variation in the BRCA2 protein. A difference was observed between known disease-associated variants, all of which are at conserved or partially conserved positions, and known polymorphisms, the majority of which are non-conserved residues. We have examined the conservation of residues altered in the unassigned variant class and this indicates that, while such an analysis could not in itself be used as a diagnostic test, it can in many cases provide valuable information about the likelihood of the variant being disease-associated. This can be factored in to any advice that might be offered in a genetic counselling context. This assessment will also provide useful indications about which variants might be productively tested for altered function in existing assays (for example see 18) .
Finally, the availability of the chicken BRCA2 sequence will facilitate efforts to analyse BRCA2 function by targeted modification in the highly recombinogenic chicken cell line, DT40 (33) . It seems possible that these cells transgenic for human Amino acid residues in human BRCA2 known to be variant are compared to the equivalent residue in mouse or chicken BRCA2. Amino acid variations in human BRCA2 known to confer cancer susceptibility tend to be at conserved residues, whereas those known to be neutral polymorphisms tend to be at nonconserved residues. Selected variants known to be disease-associated or polymorphic or unassigned are shown along with the equivalent amino acid in mouse or chicken. BRCA2 could be a useful system for the analysis of variants in the gene.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cloning chicken BRCA2
A chicken genomic library in the vector λFIXII (Stratagene) and a chicken BAC library (HGMP) in the vector pECBAC1 were screened by standard methods. Hybridizing fragments were subcloned into pBluescript and sequenced using ABI Big Dye™ technology, on an ABI 377 Sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Oligonucleotides designed from exons of chicken BRCA2 genomic clones were used to amplify cDNA fragments from reverse transcribed chicken DT40 cell RNA, using the Expand High Fidelity PCR Kit (Roche Diagnostics). The 5′ terminus was amplified by modification of the SMART 5′-RACE protocol (Clontech), using two gene-specific reverse primers: GSP1, 5′-GAG CTC TTT CAT CCT GTT GCT TTG C-3′ and NGSP1, 5′-AGG ACA TTT CTG CAT CCA CTT CTG C-3′. The SMART adapter oligonucleotide and universal primer mix oligonucleotides were used as the forward primers for first strand cDNA synthesis and subsequent PCR.
DNA sequence analysis
Sequencing of cDNA fragments was performed as above. Sequence contigs were assembled using Sequencher 4.0 software package (Gene Codes Corporation). Sequence analysis was performed using multiple programmes from the GCG sequence analysis software package at the HGMP (www.hgmp.mrc.ac.uk). Phylogenetic analysis was performed using the PHYLIP package of tree constructing programmes (HGMP). BIC data derived from (http://www.nhgri.nih.gov/ Intramural_research/Lab_transfer/Bic) was analysed in Visual Basic Editor/Microsoft Excel using the Dayhoff amino acid substitution matrix (24, 27) .
Mapping chicken BRCA2 by FISH
Metaphase spreads of chicken DT40 cells were prepared using standard protocols (34) . A BAC clone carrying the chicken BRCA2 gene was labelled with digoxigenin by nick translation. Dual colour FISH was performed using this probe and a biotin labelled chicken chromosome 1 probe prepared by DOP-PCR from flow sorted chicken chromosomes (23) .
Metaphases were viewed using a Zeiss Axioskop 25 epifluorescence microscope, and the images analysed using the Smartcapture2 software package (Vysis).
